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A modern healthcare system that delivers high quality
diabetes care for older people requires integrated care between
primary and community diabetes care professionals, hospital
specialists (diabetologists and geriatricians) and other members
of the health care team. This should have a multi-dimensional
approach with an emphasis on prevention of diabetes and its
complications, and early intervention strategies for vascular
disease. There has also been a recent emphasis on the
comprehensive assessment of disability due to lower limb
dysfunction, eye disease and stroke with a consequent need to
promote well-being and a normal life expectancy. This poses
great challenges on health professionals in terms of their
capacity and the acquisition of skill sets to deliver meaningful
outcome targets. This is exacerbated by a growing prevalence
of diabetes worldwide and the additional need for primary and
secondary prevention of diabetes. 

In light of such epidemiologic evidence and expressed
clinical need, Bourdel-Marchasson and colleagues (1) are right
to focus on an important area of unresolved consensus in the
management of diabetes in older people - the management of
glucose control. Despite a large number of publications in adult
diabetes, only few data have been reported in old or very old
diabetic patients. This suggests a lack of recognition that
substantial age-related physiological changes occurring in
tissue and organs and the potential occurrence of frailty could
make inapplicable metabolic targets  highlighted for younger
adults with diabetes. The approach taken by the authors is to
provide a comprehensive account of all relevant available
evidence and offer practical elements in assisting clinical
management decisions. They criticise the existing lack of
metabolic targets for older people given by international
guidelines of diabetes and the failure to allow for frailty and its
consequences.  

These criticisms may to an extent be justified and some
might suggest that it reflects health inequality in diabetes care
for older people. This may also be manifested as a lack of
access to services , inaquedate specialist provision , poorer
clinical outcomes and patients and family dissatisfaction.
However, it is for these reasons outlined above that the
European Diabetes Working Party for Older People
(EDWPOP) have completed a detailed evidenced-based review

of all relevant literature, Clinical Guidelines for Older People
with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus,  which is available online:
(www.instituteofdiabetes.org). The EDWPOP identified
various primary areas of concerns and produced a series of
target areas for concerted actions. There were based on
common but important clinical issues relevant to most people
with diabetes, but, in addition, other areas were identified
which were deemed to satisfy a series of additional criteria:
each has a significant impact on the lives of older people with
diabetes and their families. In each case  some supporting
evidence was available but careful scrutiny by an experienced
review group was necessary to derive an appropriate grade of
discussion and recommendation. The lack of sufficient clinical
evidence base for establishing recommendations on best
practice was recognized  and highlighted by the absence of any
large scale intervention studies in older people with 2 diabetes ,
no substantial benefit for glucose or lipid lowering , no
evidence of large studies on in diabetics resident of care homes,
and no evidence to recommend a particular care model. The
guidance has been presented widely in Europe, the United
States, Central America and in several other countries.    

In relation to metabolic targets, a recent revision of the
EDWPOP guidance due for publication later in 2009
(Executive Summary) recommends the following glucose
control targets: for frail patients : HbA1c of <8.0% and fasting
plasma  glucose between 6.0 and 8.0 mmol/l; for non-frail and
those with an absence of co-morbidities, an  HbA1c of  <7.0%
and fasting plasma glucose between 5.0 and 7.0 mmol/l.
Recommendations for both lipid and blood pressure targets are
also given. These provide a large part of the framework needed
ultimately to enhance diabetes care in older people.  

Striving for clinically and cost-effective diabetes care for
older people is a worthwhile goal. It requires a consistent and
sustained approach to define the influence of age-related
factors, the presence of unique characteristics, and the need for
varying models of care. The recent recognition that aiming for
effective glucose control with even lower targets may not
always be beneficial may have special implications for older
people. The lack of cardiovascular outcome benefit in three
recent large randomised controlled trials (ACCORD (2),
ADVANCE (3), and VADT (4)) despite HbA1c levels of 6.4%,
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6.4%, and 6.9%, respectively in the ‘intense’ arms has
questioned what levels are needed. In the ACCORD study (1),
there was an observed increased mortality in the intensive arm
and the study was terminated early.  Another twist to this story
also comes from the longer term results of the UK Prospective
Diabetes Study which has shown evidence of a sustained
benefit in microvascular outcomes and emergence of
cardiovascular benefit even though there was an early loss of
glycaemic differences in the study (5).   

Whilst further studies are required to elucidate risk versus
benefit ratios for glucose lowering (by how much, by what
method, and at what stage of the disease?) in all adults with
type 2 diabetes, these observations might provide some
justification for a continued focus on enhancing blood pressure
lowering and lipid lowering strategies where often more
tangible and consistent benefits are realised. 
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